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Genetics Tech:
“Son, you get that from your mother!”

It does pay to have a basic knowledge of genetics, to avoid
waste if nothing else and to take advantage of the way the
genes are inherited. The obvious example is the old ‘Gold
male crossed to Silver female’ mating (a Rhode Island Red
male over a Light Sussex female) which produces ‘sex linked’
chicks - males being yellow, and females being brown. This
way, only the brown chicks require rearing and the yellow
chicks can either be raised for meat, or despatched at day
old. This form of ‘sex linked’ cross pioneered the modern
day hybrid as we know it.

Another very similar cross is the White Silkie male over Light
Sussex females. This cross is made for ‘broodiness purposes’ and
produces much the same results as the Rhode Island Red male
over Light Sussex females; but why should this be so? In basic
terms, the factor that makes the Silkie male ‘White’ needs to be
present in both available copies, so when a White Silkie male is
crossed to Light Sussex females, the White factor becomes
‘recessive’ revealing the true identity of the Silkie male as
‘genetically Gold’ and hence producing ‘sex linked’ offspring.
The reason these crosses work so well is because effectively
when you breed a female with a certain factor to a male that
has the relative factor ‘lacking’ (because females can only
involuntarily pass certain genes on to their sons), it makes the
offspring instantly distinguishable by marking the males, caused
by the single dose of the dominant gene inherited from their
mother. These genes are known as ‘Sex Linked Dominants.’ The
example in the above crosses is the ‘Silver’ gene. Another such
gene is the Barring gene.

As with all Dominant genes, ‘sex linked’
Dominants are much easier to work with than ‘sex
linked’ recessive genes. This is because with Dominant genes,
you know what you have - if the bird carries one or two copies,
it is visually identifiable. Another ‘sex linked’ Dominant gene is
the one that clears outer skin and leg pigment, allowing for
clean yellow, or white legs respectively, to be possible in a fowl.
Without this gene (in most cases) yellow legged fowl would be
green legged, and white legged fowl would be slate legged.

When the terms ‘Dominant’ and ‘recessive’ are used in relation
to sex linked genes, they only apply to the male, as males can
carry 2 copies of sex linked genes whereas females can only
carry 1, so whether the gene in question is Dominant or
recessive in the male - the female, if she’s a carrier, will visually
display her ‘sex linked’ inherited gene.

How does all this apply to breeding?
The answer simply, is that it may not be relevant to many
breeds, but there are some lessons we can learn from observing
the Silkie-Sussex crosses. The main point to glean in my view is
how males can hide certain genes. For example, the
emergence of green legged females from a pen of Partridge
Wyandottes that have very good yellow legs. Such occurrences
arise because the male in the breeding pen is ‘impure’ for the
genes he appears to be pure for - another example is getting
Partridge Wyandottes females out of a male that is not pure for
Silver (even though he appears as so) when bred to Silver
Pencilled females.

This is why it is possible for ‘cockerel breeding’ Black Wyandotte
females to display Dark legs, but why their sons can have yellow
legs with no dark pigment. The fact such females are dark
legged to begin with, means their sons with yellow legs are only
carrying one dose of the outer skin pigment clearing gene,
allowing for the under-colour to remain dark, whereas males
with two doses are too white in the under-colour for exhibition.
The point to remember is that sex linked recessives are a pain
when unwanted - such genes include gold (in Silver males),
chocolate (in Black males), dark legs (in White or Yellow legged
males). How do we recognise the presence of these genes in
males when unwanted? They crop up in the form of half of their
daughters.

If we study the Siblings of the Large White Silkie to Bantam Light
Sussex cross (pictured above), we can see which genes they
carry (sex linked and otherwise), and determine which ones are
dominant, and which ones are recessive:

What has the male inherited?
Clearly he has inherited 1 dose of the Silver gene from his
mother, as well as 1 dose of the outer skin pigment clearing
gene (this is apparent in his iris, face, and shanks), as well as 1
dose of the bantam gene - (this meaning he will be a halfway
house size wise), and 1 dose of the proposed ‘Hackle Black’
gene - these are all ‘sex linked’ Dominants and have come
from the Light Sussex female, which you will note, are all devoid
in her daughter(s) as she cannot pass such genes on to them.
As for normally operating Dominant genes, we can see he has 1
dose of the Rose comb gene, 1 dose of the 5 toes gene, 1 dose
of the incompletely dominant ‘Crest’ gene, as well as 1 dose of
the ‘leg feathering’ gene, 1 dose of the ‘white ear gene,’ and 1
dose of the Columbian gene. As for normally operating
(autosomal) recessive genes, we know he has 1 dose of the
silkie feathering gene, 1 dose of the Black skin gene, and 1 dose
of the recessive white gene (all from his father).

What has the female inherited?
Clearly she has inherited the only dose she can carry of the ‘sex
linked’ recessive gold gene from her father. As for Dominant
genes, we can see she has 1 dose of the Rose comb gene, 1
dose of the Dark skin gene, 1 dose of the 5 toes gene, 1 dose of
the incompletely dominant ‘Crest’ gene, as well as 1 dose of
the ‘leg feathering’ gene, 1 dose of the ‘white ear gene,’ and 1
dose of the Columbian gene. As for normally operating
(autosomal) recessive genes, we know she has 1 dose of the
silkie feathering gene, and 1 dose of the recessive white gene
(both from her father).

Closing Note:
As mentioned earlier, this article is only to demonstrate a few
points. The Silkie-Sussex cross is only made for broodiness
purposes, meaning the genes aren’t really significant. However, I
thought it was a good cross and included many different genes
- hopefully, if nothing else, it will be of some interest to our
readers.

It’s interesting to note that while both siblings have a degree of white (purine)

pigment in the ear lobe, the single dose of the Black skin gene in the female

(inherited from her father) is enough to make her ear lobe appear as ‘blue.’

This is the effect of white pigment over Black skin.


